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Abstract
Evidence for global bee population declines has catalyzed a rapidly evolving
area of research that aims to identify the causal factors and to effectively assess the status of pollinator populations. The term pollinator health emerged
through efforts to understand causes of bee decline and colony losses, but it
lacks a formal definition. In this review, we propose a definition for pollinator
health and synthesize the available literature on the application of standardized biomarkers to assess health at the individual, colony, and population
levels. We focus on biomarkers in honey bees, a model species, but extrapolate the potential application of these approaches to monitor the health
status of wild bee populations. Biomarker-guided health measures can inform beekeeper management decisions, wild bee conservation efforts, and
environmental policies. We conclude by addressing challenges to pollinator
health from a One Health perspective that emphasizes the interplay between
environmental quality and human, animal, and bee health.

U.S. government works are not subject to copyright.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Insect pollinators play a critical role in the reproduction of close to 90% of plants across all terrestrial ecosystems (1). The ecological role of pollination is therefore vital for supporting plant biodiversity and all associated organisms in the food chain of life, including the sustainability of agriculture and human food security. In the past couple of decades, the increasing pressure for higher
crop productivity has resulted in greater demands for pollination, which has had cascading effects
on greater demands for managed pollinators, such as the Western honey bee, Apis mellifera (2).
However, contrary to the needs of the crop pollination industry, managed honey bee populations
in North America and Europe currently experience annual colony losses that are on average twice
as high as historically (3, 4). In addition, increasing evidence suggests that wild bees and other pollinators, such as flies, butterflies, and florivorous bats, could be facing similar challenges (5). These
losses have been linked to several stressors and have triggered calls for more research, public engagement, and policy actions that can help mitigate and improve pollinator health (6). Despite the
widespread use of the term pollinator health in the scientific literature and government mandates,
this term has not been formally defined, and it is often loosely applied to different biological levels
and to groups of pollinators that have different biologies and susceptibilities to stressors.
Translating improved pollinator health into processes that lead to larger pollinator populations that maximize pollination services is a major goal for agricultural production, the beekeeping industry, conservationists, and land managers working on restoration. Ultimately, efforts to
improve pollinator health require monitoring of pollinator populations to determine if there has
been a change in their health status and then adjusting modifiable variables to improve it. However, three main challenges exist to achieve this goal. First, pollinator health is not well-defined,
and effective means of measuring it in wild and managed pollinators with different life history
traits (e.g., social versus solitary) are still in their infancy. Second, assessing biological markers
(biomarkers) of health can often require killing individuals, which may be a detriment to the population. Third, although environmental stressors impacting pollinators (bees specifically) have
been identified (7), effective strategies to monitor and improve pollinator health have received
less attention. The establishment of standardized pollinator health measures could facilitate the
following: (a) linking the health status of pollinator populations with environmental conditions
where they live to facilitate decision making for solutions (mitigation) and (b) using bee populations as bioindicators of environmental quality for insects and other animals (including humans).
Because of the abundance of rapidly evolving literature devoted to pollinator health, this review
targets more recent advances to synthesize current approaches to measure health, understand the
utility of health biomarkers as a way to more accurately assess health across levels of biological
organization, and identify key stressors impacting pollinators. Because there is more information
available on A. mellifera than on other bee and pollinator species, the primary focus is on honey
bees, but we extend the discussion to assessments of health in other managed and wild bees with
social and solitary lifestyles.

2. POLLINATOR HEALTH: A DEFINITION
The term bee health first appeared in the literature in the context of disease and toxicology of
honey bees (8). In subsequent years, “bee health” and “pollinator health” expanded taxonomically,
and they are now used not only for honey bees but also for other pollinating species. Much of the
work on this topic has often been somewhat narrow in its approach, largely focusing on detection
of parasites and pathogens. For example, a common factor used to assess honey bee health in managed colonies is the quantification of the ectoparasitic mite Varroa destructor, hereafter referred to
as Varroa (9–11). Even though the level of Varroa infestation negatively correlates with honey bee
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survival (12), mite levels may not correlate well with colony overwintering survival in all cases, as
the level of tolerance to the mite can vary across honey bee populations (13) and environmental
conditions (14). For wild bee species, pollinator health has often been assessed at the community
level using species richness and abundance to characterize the health status of pollinator communities. Although this is a good proxy to characterize bee populations that are hard to study because
of methodological constraints, the use of abundance as a metric of pollinator health is often limited
by the lack of historical data that can be used as a reference to compare how current population
sizes compare to declining ones (but see 5, 15). Therefore, finding biomarkers that can be used
to assess and monitor health can help to implement strategies that mitigate stressors and improve
the overall health of both managed and wild pollinators.
Health can be generally defined as the state of well-being that translates into the ability of
organisms to acquire, allocate, and utilize energy optimally to increase fitness (16). In this sense,
we argue that pollinator health is not merely the absence of disease or the presence of abundant
numbers of individuals at a certain point in space and time. We define pollinator health as a state
that allows individuals to live longer and/or reproduce more, even in the presence of pathogens,
thus providing more ecological services. Therefore, pollinator health should be assessed as a comprehensive multilevel measure of the vigor, resilience, and ecological functionality of pollinating species. Health of pollinators can be measured across species by characterizing individuals,
colonies, and populations to effectively assess the vulnerability, adaptability, and resilience of different pollinator species to their environmental context (Figure 1). A holistic characterization
of pollinator health would involve (a) metrics incorporating growth, survival, and reproduction
at the individual level and (b) colony- and (c) population-level aspects that quantify the adaptive
capacity and resilience of pollinators to environmental conditions. Because of the critical role of
pollinators for the functioning of ecosystems that rely on flowering plants as primary producers,

P O PUL AT ION
Population
density

Genetic
diversity

COLONY
Colony
size

Social
immunity

Nest
microbiota
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Host–microbial
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Foraging
behavior
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Figure 1
Biological levels of organization relevant for discussion of pollinator health. Inside each box are general ways
to assess health status at individual, colony, and population levels. As individual health assessments are often
averaged to assess colony health, and colony health is averaged to assess population health, lines surrounding
these groups are dashed to represent the flow from the lowest level of biological organization to the higher
levels. Figure graphic design by Nick Sloff.
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community-level aspects can capture the ability of pollinators to maintain and sustain ecosystem
services (17), but these metrics are outside the scope of this review. Here, we discuss an integrative approach to incorporate multiple interacting factors across biological levels of organization.
This approach emphasizes a suite of characteristics that are informative across time and changing
environmental conditions to best ascertain pollinator health.

3. BIOMARKERS OF POLLINATOR HEALTH
Determination of health occurs at multiple levels of organization (Figure 1) and encompasses
varying metrics, including genetic, physiological, morphological, and behavioral traits. At the most
basic, these metrics can be measures of size (body size, colony size, and population size), productivity (foraging rate, food storage, and reproductive output), and parasite loads. But they can also
delve into more nuanced factors, including genetic diversity, microbial community structure, and
levels of gene expression. An integration of multiple factors across these levels of biological organization is the most informative approach to assess pollinator health.
The identification and validation of biomarkers that can indicate health status have been a
topic of significant research focus in the natural and clinical sciences (18). Applied to pollinators,
biomarkers could be used as unbiased differential indicators of declining health status, facilitate
the classification and staging of diseased or nondiseased states, and provide quantitative means of
assessing nutritional status and physiological responses to the environment. Further, biomarkers
can be used to inform management or conservation strategies that can ultimately mitigate colony
losses and pollinator declines. Below, we summarize important advancements in the development
of biomarkers of honey bee health at the individual and colony levels. These biomarkers can
also be used to characterize population health (19), which provides an assessment of the average
health status of a group of individuals that live in the same geographic area.

3.1. Individual
Accurately assessing individual health offers baseline information to characterize how environmental stressors may impact the reproductive output and longevity of a species, and how changes
in these attributes may impact the biological performance of individuals. Robustness, physiology,
microbiota, etc., are different measures indicative of health and ultimately individual fitness.
3.1.1. Measures of individual robustness. At the most basic level, a healthy individual could
likely reproduce more effectively, perform its tasks more efficiently, and live longer than an unhealthy one. From the individual reproductive standpoint of social bee species, the egg-laying rate
of queens is a strong metric indicative of colony health and has been documented as a marker of
sublethal pesticide exposure in honey bees (20) and bumble bees (21). Brood pattern—defined as
the number of contiguous cells in an area of comb containing developing larvae or pupae—which
has often been a measure of queen quality in honey bees, has recently been identified as a colony
phenotype and not a direct measure of queen health (22), perhaps in part due to queen–worker
interactions (23). Another predictor of queen health is body size and weight (24). Larger queens
tend to mate with more drones, which improves colony health and fitness. Because queens are
the reproductive individuals in the colony, research regarding queen size tends to focus on implications for colony health and productivity rather than being queen specific. A heavier queen
produces more vitellogenin (VG) (24), a yolk protein that impacts queen fecundity and increases
longevity via reducing oxidative stress (25), further suggesting that queen size could play a role in
ultimate health and productivity. In worker honey bees, body size is a known indicator of nutritional stress (26) and parasitism (27). However, in A. mellifera, body size is more constrained than
272
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NONDESTRUCTIVE BIOMARKERS OF POLLINATOR HEALTH IN WILD BEE
POPULATIONS
Biomarkers as discussed for highly populous honey bee colonies can be difficult to use for health assessments of wild
bee species, for which determining the locations of their nests is not trivial. In many cases, even when the location
of the nests is known, nondestructive methods for sampling have not been developed, hindering the application of
biomarkers to determine the health status of individuals without killing them (Figure 2). Most studies aiming to
characterize the health status of solitary wild bee populations have focused on bee abundance as a proxy of population size and bee health. However, there are caveats with these approaches because of (a) the lack of reference for
healthy populations and (b) the possible variation of population sizes across the distribution of any given species.
Despite the limitations of population size as a proxy for health, most other biomarkers (e.g., immune gene expression, lipid content) require sacrificing the individuals to conduct the assays. A promising biomarker for pollinator
health of wild solitary bee species is average body size of the population, which can be nonlethally measured in the
field from wild-caught individuals. Body size is a variable trait in most bees, and it could be a good indicator of
health, as it is correlated with the quality of the food available to forage (29, 35).

in other bees (28), for which body size is largely correlated with the quality of the food available
during development. For example, recent studies indicate that bee body size can respond to patterns of landscape simplification, with smaller bees present in highly intensified agricultural fields
(29). Therefore, body size could become an important biomarker of health for other managed and
wild bee species (see sidebar titled Nondestructive Biomarkers of Pollinator Health in Wild Bee
Populations).
Another phenotype that is affected by nutritional and other stressors is foraging efficiency and
productivity. Honey bees reared under pollen deprivation not only are smaller but forage at an
earlier age and for fewer days and perform inaccurate recruitment behaviors (36). Body size also
influences foraging efficiency in bumble bees (37) and is generally predictive of foraging ranges
(38). Foraging is not impacted only by nutritional stress, as some pathogen infections also tend
to cause similar effects (39–41). With the increased use of passive monitoring tools like radiofrequency identification (RFID) tagging (39, 42), detailed information indicating differences in
total foraging life can be determined and provide finer-scale measures of individual bee health,
particularly in response to stressors. One measure gained from these tools or from behavioral
observations is that age of first foraging is a particularly important characteristic for honey bee
health, as typically at the initiation of foraging the rate of mortality increases drastically (43). Age
of first foraging, therefore, can be used as a proxy for life span.
3.1.2. Physiological markers of individual health. With precocious foraging in honey
bees, biological or physiological age may be decoupled from chronological age, with worker
task transitions from brood care to foraging being accelerated (31). Molecular or biochemical
biomarkers can be used to directly assess the health statuses of individuals, particularly those
related to accelerated aging or accumulation of oxidative stress. Oxidative stress is one way to
assess biological age, as accumulation of oxidative damage of lipids, proteins, and DNA impairs
functioning and leads to aging (44). How biological age, and not simply chronological age,
influences health and resiliency is an important consideration (45, 46). A high accumulation of
oxidative damage could be indicative of underlying health concerns (47, 48), but this depends on
the current behavioral task of the individual, as foragers, which are more metabolically active,
produce more reactive oxygen species and therefore accumulate more damage (49, 50). However,
www.annualreviews.org
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it also appears that there is a genetic component related to tolerance of oxidative damage (51),
which could limit its utility as a biomarker on its own.
Physiological immunity has commonly been used to determine general health. Constitutive immunological defenses (e.g., hemocytes, phenoloxidase cascade) are constantly present and
therefore remain relatively static in the background even when individuals or colonies are exposed
to pathogens (52). Inducible defenses (e.g., antimicrobial peptides) are those that are activated
upon the presence of pathogens or parasites (53). All immune defenses lie somewhere along this
gradient, and each can play a crucial role in the overall health of an individual or colony (54). However, it is important to note that both constitutive and inducible immunological defenses can be
influenced by biotic and abiotic factors. The use of immune response as a clear biomarker for bee
health depends on interpretation and often on other conditions. There are competing assumptions that individuals with a higher level of immune gene expression are under more or constant
pathogen pressure (9, 11), or alternatively are more immunocompetent and have access to higherquality resources and are thus able to invest in immune function more fully (55, 56). However,
this does not take into consideration that some individuals and colonies have a higher baseline
expression of constitutive immunity (57) or induced responsiveness (58, 59). Furthermore, some
pathogens (e.g., deformed wing virus, or DWV) can suppress the honey bee immune system (60,
61), and at some point sick or older individuals may abandon reliance on energetically costly physiological immune responses (62). Looking at immune expression at a static level in individual bees
could falsely indicate states of health. However, an individual’s ability to mount an immune response, such as the melanization response to inserted nylon threads coated with immune elicitors
(61, 63) or immune gene expression after a pathogen challenge (58, 59), may be a clearer indicator of health (30, 58, 63). Assessments of inducible immunity therefore may provide a more direct
measure of an individual’s ability to combat infection, as constitutive immunity may not always influence disease susceptibility (57). Measuring immune responses at different levels (e.g., enzymatic
assays, direct measures of melanization, hemocyte counts, immune gene expression) can provide
a robust analysis of immunocompetence (Figure 2; Table 1).
Laboratory studies have begun to identify other physiological biomarkers of individual bees to
assess general health based mainly on nutritional status, such as increased brood food-producing
(hypopharyngeal) gland protein content (26); higher abdominal lipid stores (11, 64); higher gene
expression for VG, a nutritional storage and regulatory protein in worker biology (65, 66); and
changes in immune function (55). Smart and colleagues (11) reported one of the first studies to
connect individual bee physiological responses to colony health in response to placement landscapes with variable nutritional quality. This study found that at the individual level, VG and
immune-related gene expression were important markers of overwinter survival. VG has emerged
as a physiological biomarker because of the role of this protein in resisting oxidative stress (25),
response to nutritional resources (11, 65) and parasitism (12, 31), and implications for survival and
longevity (25) (Figure 2; Table 1).
Biomarkers for exposure to pesticides have also been of interest, particularly when a suspected
pesticide kill occurs. Esterases and glutathione S-transferases (GSTs) have been used widely in
other insects but pose some difficulty for assessment in honey bees. Validating the potential use
of esterase inhibition and GST levels as biomarkers for pesticide exposure in the laboratory and
field has had mixed results (47, 67). Cytochrome P450 expression is another possible biomarker
that has not been fully explored in honey bees, though several studies provide information regarding P450 expression in response to xenobiotic challenges (68, 69). For each of these enzymatic or
gene expression assays, however, different compounds either inhibit or enhance their activity (47,
70). Therefore, interpreting what a certain level of expression means requires at least suggestive
evidence of specific exposures. Their use as a biomarker for general pesticide exposure is therefore
274
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A biomarker-guided approach
to assess pollinator health
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Figure 2
Summary of key genetic, physiological, and microbial biomarkers of honey bees that can be quantified at the individual or colony levels
to estimate the average health status of populations. Right panel indicates the three key steps for a biomarker-guided approach to assess
pollinator health at different biological levels. Figure graphic design by Nick Sloff.

limited. Lastly, the activity of these enzymes may not actually be correlated to differential sensitivity to pesticides, and model substrates used to assess enzymatic activity may not be good surrogates
for pesticide detoxification. Thus, increased levels of enzymatic activity may not be predictive of
resiliency to exposure either. Though there is evidence that P450 expression is related at least
to sensitivity to neonicotinoids (69), the utility of biomarkers for pesticide exposure or resilience
needs further exploration and validation.
3.1.3. Gut microbiota as an extension of individual health. The microbial communities
within insect guts can benefit their hosts by aiding food digestion, synthesizing essential nutrients,
detoxifying environmental xenobiotics, competitively excluding pathogens, and modulating host
immune functions (71). It has recently been established that social corbiculate bees (honey bees,
bumble bees, and stingless bees) share distinct groups of mutualistic and commensal bacteria (i.e.,
Snodgrassella, Gilliamella, Lactobacillus, and Bifidobacterium) (72). In honey bees, the gut microbiota
confers nutritive functions such as digestion of recalcitrant pollen components (i.e., hemicelluloses, pectins, and phenolics) (73, 74) and the production of fermentation products (i.e., short chain
fatty acids) that contribute to host weight gain (75). Another means by which gut microbiota may
influence bee health is by reducing susceptibility to pathogens or parasites. This may be achieved
through various mechanisms, including competitive exclusion, alteration of gut physiochemical
conditions (76, 77), and immune system stimulation through induction of antimicrobial peptides
(78). Altered microbiota structure is associated with impaired host development and increased
susceptibility to colonization by pathogens (79). In bumble bees, gut microbiota abundance and
www.annualreviews.org
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diversity influence susceptibility to the parasite Crithidia bombi (80). Furthermore, intercolony
microbiota transplant experiments showed variable capacities to resist Crithidia strains, indicating
that bacterial strain diversity, and to a lesser extent host–pathogen genetic interactions, can influence immune phenotypes and consequent health outcomes (81). Recent deep sequencing and
large-scale culture-dependent analyses have identified extensive strain-level variation within the
relatively few bacterial phylotypes associated with honey bees and bumble bees (82, 83). This variation among bacterial strains might confer certain host fitness advantages across different environments (84, 85). In summary, gut microbiota abundance and diversity could be used as biomarkers
of bee health and disease susceptibility; however, the functional significance of specific microbes
and community compositions is still under investigation.

3.2. Colony
From an agricultural, economic, and evolutionary perspective, the colony is the most important
level of organization for eusocial insects. Therefore, a common research goal when working with
these insects is to effectively distill colony-level health factors into metrics that accurately reflect survival and performance outcomes under various environmental conditions. Many of these
metrics, for honey bees or other species, are an average of individual measures. Colony-specific
measures and methods to translate more typical individual-based measures to the colony level are
discussed below.
3.2.1. Hive measures associated with colony health. Several measurements can be taken at
the colony level as indicators of colony health that can predict the successful overwintering of
honey bees. The biggest predictor of honey bee colony survival over the past few decades has
been the level of Varroa mites, at least when colonies are left untreated (4, 9, 10, 86). Over the
years, the level of mites associated with colony losses have decreased substantially, as indicated
by late-summer and early-fall treatment thresholds shifting from ∼10 mites per 100 adult bees
in the late 1990s (87) to only 3 mites per 100 bees by 2010 (3). When Varroa loads are managed,
colony health is not as impacted by this parasite (56, 64). Thus, monitoring Varroa infestation is
an important metric of colony health (Figure 2; Table 1), but Varroa numbers can depend on
resistance or tolerance traits as well. Therefore, measuring mite population growth from early to
late in the season is important, as mite population exponentially increases as colony size and brood
rearing ramp up. A lack of mite population growth would be indicative of resistant phenotypes (13,
88, 89), which appears to be related to reducing mite reproduction in brood cells (88, 90, 91). Although monitoring of percent of mites on adult bees is a straightforward test and can be compared
across populations (92, 93), infestation in brood where the mites reproduce is a valuable piece of
information that is often neglected (93). For non-managed honey bees, an assessment of Varroa
levels on foraging bees is possible when entrances can be identified and accessed and is indicative
of colony health (94) (see sidebar titled Health Biomarkers in Feral Honey Bee Populations).
Various measures of colony strength and productivity are routinely collected to estimate overall colony health, often in response to a treatment or environmental conditions (95–97) (Figure 2;
Table 1). Metrics related to colony size, specifically adult population and amount of brood, are
typically strong indicators of colony health (95). Reproductive output in general is highly indicative of health at the colony level; thus, drone production should also be considered (98).
Measures of colony size are often correlated to honey and food storage. From the perspective of beekeepers, managing and selecting breeders based on colony size and honey production
are typically the most significant factors of health and ultimately colony fitness. More generally,
because foraging for resources is energetically demanding and in temperate climates honey bees
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HEALTH BIOMARKERS IN FERAL HONEY BEE POPULATIONS
The development of biomarkers for honey bee health has been facilitated by the comparatively easy assessment of
colony status and collection of individuals in Langstroth hive boxes. However, these biomarkers (Figure 2) can be
difficult to apply for health assessments of feral honey bee colonies—defined as unmanaged honey bees that live in
wild conditions—that cannot be easily inspected because they usually nest in closed cavities. Therefore, biomarkers
such as mite loads, brood production, size of the adult population, honey production, and social immunity behaviors
can be difficult to assess. However, the intensity of mite-transmitted honey bee viruses can serve as an indirect metric
for mite loads in the wild honey bee colony (10). Additionally, foragers can be collected to quantify forager immune
gene expression, lipid content, oxidative stress, and esterases to estimate an average phenotype for the health status
of the colony (30). One of the remaining challenges for studying wild honey bee colonies is to control the role of
age when analyzing foragers as a proxy for colony health (31).

need sufficient honey stored for overwintering, honey production is one piece of an integrative
assessment of colony health. However, it is important to note that honey storage has a strong genetic component and is also environmentally dependent due to varying resource availability across
landscapes. Honey production can be measured by weighing the amount of honey produced over
a two-week period of a nectar flow or at the end of the season prior to harvest. With the now
more common adoption of remote monitoring techniques, it is also possible to use a hive scale
to continuously monitor hive weight. This abundance of real-time information provides not only
long-term productivity data but also subtler measures, including changes in forager activity, that
can indicate colony-level health perturbations (99) (Figure 2; Table 1). Remote monitoring can
also be used to assess thermoregulatory abilities at the colony level (100). The ability of colonies
to efficiently and effectively thermoregulate impacts bee development and colony-level disease
outbreaks and so may have clear implications for colony health. Recent work has indicated that
thermoregulatory stability can be altered by pesticide exposure and is an informative aspect of
colony phenology (99, 100). As mentioned previously, other monitoring methods, such as RFID
tagging foragers, can provide detailed information on how foraging behaviors lead to health outcomes at the colony level. Similarly, determining life span via caged studies (101) can provide
further insight into identifying subtler treatment effects influencing colony health dynamics (48).
Measures of life span are often relevant and undervalued, because perturbations in colony age demographics resulting from an increase in precocious foragers (e.g., in response to pathogens) or
sudden loss of a large forager force can impact colony health and reduce colony survival (41, 42).
3.2.2. Physiological markers of colony health. Physiological measures of individual adult
honey bees can vary dramatically based on age, nutritional status, seasonal colony demography,
and pathogen loads. An emerging method of high-throughput colony-level health assessment
employs a pooled field-sampling to overcome individual variation resulting from the spatially
constrained, age-based division of labor within a colony (Figure 2; Table 1). Using separate
pools of 50 nurse bees collected from the center of the brood nest or 25 forager bees vacuum
aspirated off the entrance of the hive, Ricigliano and colleagues (102) reported colony-level gene
expression and pathogen levels that reflected traditional colony metrics such as brood production,
food stores, and Varroa infestation. Notably, expression analyses of VG and recently identified
VG-like gene homologs (103) in nurse bees were positively correlated with colony performance,
phenology, and immune-related gene transcript levels. Using the same methodology, Ricigliano
and colleagues (56) reported that apiaries within foraging distance of reclaimed prairies (as part
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of the US Conservation Reserve Program lands) had significantly improved performance, better
overwinter survival potential, and higher colony-level expression of VG and immune-related
genes. The study also found that pre- and post-winter VG levels were significantly correlated with
adult bee mass by analyzing colony weight data. Similarly, Alaux and colleagues (64) analyzed VG
in pools of 30 abdomens and noted that it was also a strong predictor of overwintering survival,
as previously reported using an individual-bee approach (11). VG has further been described,
again using pooled samples, as a way to assess demographic changes that could be indicative of
colony failures or health issues (31). This approach, based on quantification of gene expression,
has also been used recently to examine markers of immune health in response to infection status,
showing high correlations between immune gene expression, colony-level Varroa loads, and viral
infection (104). It is worth noting that if particular biomarkers of immune health are simply
correlated to infection status, then measuring infection intensity or prevalence may be sufficient
and cost-saving, since physical measures can be used to assess at least some pathogen and parasite
loads (e.g., Varroa infestation or Nosema infection).
Analyses of averaged individual bee samples can lead to differential results as compared with
pooled samples for some physiological measures. For example, Smart and colleagues (11) found
that expression of immune-related genes defensin1 and lysozyme2 for averaged individual bees of
known age was negatively correlated with colony survival and VG levels, whereas another study
conducted in the same geographic area used a pooled sampling approach and determined that
immune gene expression largely reflected VG levels and colony performance (56). A pooling approach can better capture the whole colony response, whereas individual bee analyses are highly
dependent on both chronological and biological age and can lead to high variation. However, two
pools per colony may be needed if the research questions aim to capture variation in the health
status of individuals based on tasks (i.e., nurse bees versus active foragers) (102). This is particularly true for measures of oxidative stress, for which there can be extreme variation in individuals
based on biological age, chronological age, task, and tolerance (48, 50, 51). Therefore, conducting
analyses with pooled samples can reduce the ability to detect differences across treatments or landscapes (M. Simone-Finstrom & V.A. Ricigliano, personal observations). Currently the standard is
to conduct measures of oxidative stress at the individual level; measurement of oxidative damage
in pooled samples still requires validation. Nevertheless, these results highlight the potential of
pooled sample molecular and biochemical diagnostics to obtain colony-level health information
in response to landscape variation.
3.2.3. Genetic determinants of colony health and resilience. Genetic differences drive much
of the variation in differential impacts that stressors have on colony health (14). Much interest has
focused on how genetic diversity can impact colony-level health and productivity (98, 105). High
intracolonial genetic diversity—determined by the number of patrilines within a colony based on
the number of males the queen mates with—has been demonstrated to reduce disease intensity
and prevalence (106, 107) and increase honey bee colony survival in commercial beekeeping operations (108). Genetic variation within a colony helps to maintain diverse alleles that contribute
to differential susceptibility to various stressors and can increase a colony’s ability to withstand
varying environments and emerging threats. Honey bees are extreme in that a queen will mate
with 10–30 drones. Multiple mating in Hymenoptera is rare (109); thus, high intracolonial genetic diversity is a major factor advantage only with respect to honey bees.
Genetics also specifically influences expression of disease resistance traits. Although the use
of immune responses as metrics of health has largely relied on the individual immune response,
social insects also have a colony-level or social immune response composed of traits that reduce
pathogen and parasite infection intensity and transmission at the colony level (110–112). Recent
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iterations of the definition of social immunity have been expanded to include any defense against
parasites and pathogens that evolved and is maintained to benefit group members. Thus, behaviors associated with parental care are part of social immunity because they are critical for colony
health and development (113). Mechanisms of social immunity include grooming of nestmates, incorporation of glandular secretions in the nest environment, collection and use of plant-produced
antimicrobials, and hygienic behavior (111)—that involves the detection and removal of sick larvae
or prepupae before they become infectious, thus reducing the spread of disease at the colony level
(112). A more specific type of hygienic behavior, Varroa sensitive hygiene (VSH), specifically targets pupal cells infested by reproductive Varroa, functionally reducing the mite population growth
in a colony (88, 90, 91), while subsequently also likely preventing the spread of viruses vectored by
mite infestation (39). Hygienic behavior is a trait that can be measured using standardized assays
(112), though colony-level expression of the trait can vary somewhat based on environmental conditions, including high nectar flows (114, 115), pesticide exposure (20, 116), and potentially even
viral infection (117). In these cases, multiple assessments of hygienic behavior are necessary because a low (or high) expression of the trait could be more influenced by environmental conditions
rather than genetics.
From a biomarker perspective, proteomic markers have been identified and used in a successful breeding program for colonies with a high level of hygienic behavior (118). A 13-protein
marker panel was established based on assessments from single pools of 10 or 30 worker antennae,
again highlighting the value of pooled sampling approaches to detect major colony phenotypes
(Table 1). Genomic markers for hygienic behavior and VSH have also been of significant interest (119), though this approach has not yet led to marker-assisted selection. The identification of
genetic, proteomic, or kinomic markers associated with traits of interest, particularly with respect
to social immunity, would ultimately allow for more targeted multi-trait selection in breeding
populations. For a greater understanding of colony health, these markers could also be used to establish a social immunity index that would be indicative of a colony’s ability to withstand various
stressors. Colonies with a larger social immunity tool kit would be predicted to be more resilient
or immunocompetent at the colony level. This index could be developed by ranking colony performance for each social immune trait and developing a total social immunity score (similar to
120). A more complex index could be developed weighting the potential influence of each of these
different traits in response to environmental conditions (e.g., 121).
3.2.4. Connecting individual physiology and social immune responses. As social immune
responses are predicated by the coordinated behaviors of individuals, expression of social immunity depends on the physiological states of individuals. This interaction between individual
physiology and social immunity and how they both ultimately influence colony health is quite
complex. For example, a physiological immune response in some workers can induce grooming
behavior in nestmates (122). Similarly, larval signaling can trigger an immune response and may
cause hygienic removal of sick individuals (123). In contrast, the collection of antimicrobial plant
resins to produce propolis that is added to the honey bee hive environment allows individual
honey bees to relax investment in immune function (reviewed in 124). Here a social immune trait
is influencing individual bee physiology. Further, honey bees have been shown to socially medicate
in response to various pathogens and parasites, but the mechanisms activating these responses are
currently unclear. It is possible that individual physiological responses to challenges induce a selfor social medication response or that the response is the result of signals given by nestmates (125).
Understanding the mechanisms influencing the induction of the different social immune defenses
would shed light on how they can be measured more effectively as part of a social immunity
index.
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Interactions between individual and social immune defenses become a bit more complicated
when physiological traits are co-opted as a mechanism of social immunity, such as the use of venom
as an antimicrobial (126) or the use of glucose oxidase (GOX) in larval diet and honey stores (127).
GOX is produced by older nectar-processing honey bees, and it may be co-opted by nurse bees
to serve as an antimicrobial in brood food. GOX is also responsible for a major portion of the
antimicrobial activity of honey and somewhat for royal jelly. This interplay between individuals
producing GOX and its function as a social immune defense complicates its utility as a biomarker
for colony health and investment in social immunity (54), despite its growing use as such (55, 128).
GOX expression clearly varies across colonies (54, 127), which could be due to environmental or
genetic factors. GOX requires further validation for its role as a biomarker of social immunity.
3.2.5. Microbial markers as an assessment of the extended colony health phenotype. Since
the occurrence of colony collapse disorder (CCD) in 2006, much focus has been placed on identifying the pathogens most associated with colony losses (129–131). While this process ultimately
led to the conclusion that colony losses are the result of several interacting stressors, the specifics
can differ from case to case. The massive number of colonies lost after the appearance of CCD also
led to research efforts to generate information about pathogen loads across pollinator communities, allowing the identification of possible emerging threats to bee health (132, 133). Common
viruses vectored by Varroa were identified as being associated with colony loss, particularly DWV,
and have been found in non-Apis bees (9, 10, 86). As a marker of colony loss, however, these viral levels are typically measured pre-winter, and so from a management perspective, by the time
the analysis is done it may be too late to take corrective action. DWV titers closely track Varroa
loads (peaking in late summer or early fall), whereas other viral infections and other pathogens
and parasites can have different temporal dynamics.
A common approach to assess total pathogen load is to sample colonies over time (134) and
total the number of pathogenic microbes detected in a colony throughout a season to account
for the seasonality of particular pathogens. This discrete value can be further refined by totaling just the number of pathogens detected above a particular threshold to indicate only severe
infections (86). It does appear that higher pathogen loads leading to co-infections tend to be associated with colony failures, as many pathogens may be more opportunistic. This holistic measure
of colony-level infection should not be based just on viral infection but should include the larger
suite of pathogens and parasites that can attack honey bee colonies (e.g., Nosema, European foulbrood, American foulbrood, chalkbrood, trypanosomes). Based on this concept, pathogen prevalence within a colony can be a useful metric of colony health (Figure 2; Table 1). However, for
accurate measures of pathogen prevalence for each specific microbe, bees need to be analyzed
individually, as described elsewhere (134, 135). If a single pool is used per colony, then the measure would simply indicate pathogen abundance. Limits of detection for pathogens based on pool
size have been mathematically calculated, suggesting that if only 5% of the bees in a colony were
infected with a particular pathogen, a pool of 59 bees would be required to detect that infection
with a 95% probability (135). This is probably more than sufficient for any biologically meaningful infection. It is important to consider, however, that pathogen load can interact with bee
genotype and may be misleading if mechanisms like tolerance are at play (136) or may lead to
a false indicator of health if colonies or individuals are highly susceptible to low-level infections
(e.g., 137).
Commensal microbes can be considered as part of the extended colony health phenotype.
Whereas gut microbiota has been a major focus of study, the influence of nonpathogenic nest
bacteria on bee health is comparatively less known. In social bees, bacterial niches exist within
individuals, groups, and the nest. In contrast, solitary bees have a different lifestyle in which there
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is no mouth-to-mouth contact among adults, restricting pathogen transmission to food provisions. Whereas specific groups of lactic acid bacteria have coevolved with specific bee lineages,
closely related environmental and flower-associated lactobacilli colonize both social and solitary
bee nest materials (85, 138). These lactobacilli are found in stored pollen, nectar, and brood provisions, suggesting they play a role in inhibiting spoilage microorganisms and brood pathogens
(139, 140).

3.3. Population
Pollinator population status is typically assessed by measures of species abundance that can
elucidate the census population sizes of different species across their geographic ranges (141)
(Figure 1). Although these metrics can be valuable to assess the effects of recent environmental
changes on population size, these approaches can capture detrimental effects only in the presence
of longitudinal data from monitoring programs or historical collections (e.g., 5, 142). Promising
alternative approaches to identify environmental factors influencing managed honey bee population health incorporate longitudinal assessments of colony performance and physiology across
variable landscapes (64, 100).
From an evolutionary perspective, the population is the smallest unit that can undergo evolution. Genetic diversity at the population level is a metric of evolutionary potential and key
to resilience against changing stressors, environmental conditions, and emerging parasites and
pathogens (143; see sidebar titled Genetic Biomarkers of Pollinator Health in Social Wild Bee
Populations). In general, large-bodied social bees are characterized by populations with high levels
of genetic diversity and low spatial genetic structure, meaning that individuals come from the same
genetic pool over large geographic distances (144, 145). However, small- to mid-bodied solitary
bees, approximately 70% of all bee species, can have lower levels of genetic diversity distributed in
highly genetically structured populations, resulting in levels of genetic diversity that can vary significantly across small geographic scales. For honey bees, an apiary can be considered a population,
because a single apiary houses a group of colonies exposed to a specific landscape and microclimate
conditions that make it distinct from even nearby apiaries. Therefore, population health measures
for managed honey bees can be derived from spatially constrained averages of colony health at the
scale of an apiary. Characterizing patterns of genetic diversity at the population level can also be

GENETIC BIOMARKERS OF POLLINATOR HEALTH IN SOCIAL WILD BEE
POPULATIONS
Biomarkers to establish population-level health metrics are particularly informative for understanding the stability
and health of wild bees. For wild social bees, foragers can be sampled to characterize the mean phenotype of a colony
without destroying the colony after sampling. However, in many cases, locating the nests of wild bee species can
be difficult. Using population genetic approaches to estimate family relationships in wild-caught individuals offers
the possibility to determine the mean health phenotype at the population level while correcting for the family
structure of social insects. In brief, wild-caught individuals are profiled via genetic markers (e.g., microsatellites,
single-nucleotide polymorphisms) and assigned to family groups through the estimation of relatedness. There are
multiple methodological approaches to estimate genetic relatedness (32). These same genetic approaches can also
be used to estimate colony density as a proxy for the number of reproductive units of social bees that are present in
any given landscape (33). Methods developed for nonlethal sampling of wild-caught social bees facilitate assessment
of biomarkers of health (34).
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used to detect population bottlenecks (146) or population expansions (147). However, the utility
of genetic markers to detect recent demographic changes in ecological time remains to be tested.

4. INTERACTING STRESSORS IMPACTING POLLINATOR HEALTH
Growing evidence indicates that threats to the long-term stability of bee populations are related to
interactions between abiotic and biotic stressors. The conversion of 40% of the land on terrestrial
ecosystems for agriculture and pastures has had several cascading effects on pollinators. The dominance of agricultural landscapes has reduced the total diversity—both abundance and richness—
of available floral resources (148). This translates into poor nutritional landscapes for bees. Even
though floral resources can increase temporarily during crop bloom and agricultural weeds can
subsidize bee populations, the overall quality of these floral resources may not be optimal (149,
150). Bees require specific ratios of proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates in their diets (26), meaning
that bees need to forage on diverse sources to support individual and colony health (55, 66).
Poor nutritional landscapes that result from increased agricultural intensity are typically accompanied by increased chemical inputs that contaminate floral resources. Pesticide applications
in agricultural ecosystems are a compounding key factor with direct implications for bee health.
Pest control through the use of pesticides—whether conventional or organic—is necessary within
most production systems to protect crops from economically significant losses and to maintain
farm viability. However, many commonly used agrochemicals have lethal and sublethal effects
on managed and wild bees (151, 152). Human-applied insecticides, miticides, fungicides, and
antibiotics each have different proposed mechanisms by which they impact bee health (68).
Neonicotinoids, a ubiquitous group of synthetic nicotine derivatives, can have acute toxicities in
bees, and their sublethal effects can be delayed or difficult to quantify because they may interact
with other stressors (153, 154). A unique chemical stressor managed honey bees face is the application of miticides to control Varroa. Miticides are applied inside the hive and lead to individuals
under constant exposure for the duration of the treatment. Miticides or their related transformation products are some of the most prevalent compounds detected in bee hives (155) and can
negatively impact nutritional, immunological, and developmental biomarkers (156). Fungicides
are another class of compounds detected in bee colonies and appear to exert most of their effects
on brood (157), whereas antibiotic exposure decreases the abundance and diversity of beneficial
microbiota in adults, which can negatively impact host health (158). Increasing fungicide use has
also been directly linked to declines and range contractions of bumble bees in North America
(159).
Honey bee pathogens have been intensively studied and currently include a broad spectrum of
pathogenic microbes (the pathosphere), which challenge bees in a multitude of combinations with
other stressors (130). Interactions between bee genetics and the commensal microbiota (together
considered the hologenome) likely mediate the impact of the pathosphere on host health (131). A
meta-analysis of multiple surveys of pathogen incidence and/or abundance in relation to colony
survival did not reveal a single pathogen that was consistently correlated with colony loss (131).
Instead, this study identified pathogens that were frequently found in all colonies, including
several viruses, Nosema, and trypanosomatids. This is consistent with the current paradigm that
bee health is currently challenged by multiple interacting stressors and that responses at the
individual, colony, and population level are context dependent. For honey bees, energetic costs
associated with coinfections by various pathogens and constant agrochemical exposure are likely
exacerbated in a background of Varroa infestation and poor nutrition (160, 161). Biomarker
approaches have potential for increased sensitivity to tease apart interacting stressors in ways that
are not possible with conventional measures of colony survival and performance (Figure 2).
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5. A ONE HEALTH APPROACH TO IMPROVE POLLINATOR HEALTH
Although the development of biomarkers can facilitate monitoring programs for pollinator health,
effective solutions to mitigate stressors will be hard to promote and implement unless they are
placed in a more holistic context, like a One Health logic. The concept of One Health links animal health, environmental quality, and human health outcomes, both conceptually and in practice
(162). There are multiple ways in which pollinator health can be linked to the health of humans,
other animals, and the environment. Healthy bee populations and diverse communities contribute
to stable ecosystem services that are directly linked to human health through the production of
more diverse and nutritious foods (163, 164). Landscapes that provide more foraging habitats with
lower chemical inputs can support larger populations of other beneficial insects, which can in turn
increase ecosystem services such as biological control (165). On the other hand, increasing pollinator habitat in human-dominated landscapes, such as urban areas, could have indirect benefits to
humans. For example, it has been demonstrated that the presence of more green areas in cities is
linked to reduced anger and anxiety in humans. In summary, improving pollinator health can lead
to increasing food security, human health, biodiversity, and ecological services. Improving pollinator health should be valued as part of an effort to maintain and sustain ecosystem integrity, which
will confer comprehensive well-being to humans and other animals (166). Fully understanding
the range of potential benefits of the One Health approach for improving pollinator health requires a deeper understanding of how humans, animals, pollinators, and their environment are
interrelated.
Environmental quality has a key role in maintaining and restoring pollinator health status.
Higher-quality habitats can be classified as those that can support healthier populations with
longer life spans for bee individuals, colonies, and populations. High-quality environments for
bees are determined by several components. The first is the availability of floral resources that can
provide nutritious diets for larval development, foraging, nest construction, and immune function
(35, 150). Nutritional needs vary widely among bee species, from narrow specialists (oligolectic
species) that use only a restricted number of plants to highly generalist species that can consume
pollen from most plant species (167). Therefore, the composition of high-quality nutritional landscapes may vary for oligolectic species that could benefit from monocultures of particular plant
species [e.g., Eucera (Peponapis) pruinosa specialists on pumpkin and squash pollen] and for polylectic species that need diverse pollen resources. Second, high-quality landscapes must provide nesting resources for bees, including cavities, wood, twigs, and well-drained soils with a variety of
texture characteristics (168). Other resources that bees may need for nest construction include
plant resins, oils, mud, and water. Availability of all of these resources, in landscapes free of chemical compounds that are toxic to bees through contact and ingestion, is critical to guarantee a
healthy environment.

6. CONCLUSIONS
With recent declines in pollinators at the population level and annual colony losses reaching unsustainable levels, clear assessments of pollinator health and the factors influencing them are of
increasing importance. A biomarker-guided approach has the potential to provide high-resolution
pollinator health measures in the context of different interacting biotic and abiotic stressors, landscape variations, and management practices. Early identification of factors negatively impacting
pollinator health can enable real-time management or policy adjustments before detrimental effects can manifest at the population and community levels. Similarly, the identification of positive
health drivers can inform management decisions and conservation efforts at local and regional
scales. Although they hold significant promise, biomarkers of pollinator health require further
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development to identify sensitive and useful targets, especially across a range of seasonal, geographic, and management scenarios. Information obtained using a biomarker approach has the
potential for the most impact if it is incorporated into the multidisciplinary framework of One
Health. The resulting changes in human practices could generate positive effects for humans,
animals, and pollinators.
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